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ABSTRACT
In this thesis the short-circuit armature current of a
separately-excited direct-current generator is investigated, and an
equation is developed to predict the current rise* The outstanding
advantage of this new equation is its ease of use and understanding.
The salient features of the development are: first, a new method
for determining armature transient effective resistance and second,
the determination of the nature and magnitude of the decay of flux
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The object of this thesis is to study the present theory of the
short circuit behavior of d-c generators, to evaluate and simplify
the theory, and to extend this theory or develop a new theory to
cover the short-circuit armature current in separately excited gen-
erators when the field circuit is opened by a protective relay
Examination of the literature on this subject indicates that the
2 3
method proposed by T. M. Linville ' is the most authoritative and
most accurate of the published methods • The parameters used by Linville
are generally very difficult to determine, and some are admittedly the
result of guesswork which may introduce considerable error.
In the light of this examination, it was decided to investigate
the possibility of developing a formula involving easily determined
factors. Armature inductance and resistance were found experimentally,
and a highly selective series of nine oscillograms were obtained under
short-circuit conditions. The objective of the special series of os-
cillograms was to find out how great is the decay of flux linkages during
armature current rise and how that decay varies with field dissipating
resistance and field cut-out time. Since field dissipating resistance
and cut-out can only result in faster decay of flux linkages, the decay
of flux linkages must be appreciable to make field .cut-out feasible as
a method of reducing short-circuit current, if field cut-out did prove
practicable, a knowledge of the variation of decay of flux linkages with




For the foregoing reasons, oscillogram* of all combinations of dis-
sipating resistances of 100, 300, and $00 ohms and field cut-out times
corresponding to the beginning, middle, and end of the armature current
rise were obtained. This series of oscillograms immediately indicated
the importance of the decay of flux linkages and the need for a formula
which accounts for the decay of flux linkages.
The following equation for prediction of armature current rise of
a separately excited generator under full load was developed}
i - li-I(l-e^) (1-ISTSt 1 '3). (1)
a
This equation consists of an exponential determined by armature circuit
resistance and inductance and an empirical factor to account for the decay
of flux linkages. It is easy to use and understand and is accurate for
the machine tested. It is believed that the empirical factor, if devel-
oped for a series of machines, would show only slight variation so that
an average factor could be used for all machines with little error.
It was found that field cut-out to greatly decrease maximum armature
current is almost impossible to obtain. If the field could be cut out
as early as 0.0065 second after the short-circuit, the maximum armature
current would be decreased by only about five per cent. Since we know
of no relay which has a delay of less than 0.0065 second, it is not nee-
essary tb modify our' equation to make it apply when the field is cut out.
If a faster relay is designed in the future, the results of this thesis




The knowledge of the short-circuit characteristics of direct-
current generators is important for at least two reasons. First, one
of the requirements of a generator is that it be able to withstand a
dead short-circuit current. It follows then that the size and strength
of some of the generator components may be set by its short-circuit char-
acteristics, becond, selective tripping systems with dual requirements
of equipment protection and continuity of service are partially governed
in their design by short-circuit characteristics.
In general, the following occurs during an armature short circuit:
1) The generated voltage which exists at the time of initiation of
short-circuit is in series with th© armature inductance and a small
armature resistance. At the instant of short-circuit only rated current
is flowing through the armature resistance giving a relatively small volt-
age drop across the resistance. The machine is assumed to be operating
at rated load before short-circuit. The difference between the emf before
short-circuit and the I R drop before short-circuit is in effect a step
voltage applied across the armature resistance and inductance at the time
of fault. An exponential rise in armature current will therefore occur,
2) The rising armature current causes a rising flux in the brush
axis direction. The brush axis is nearly, but never exactly, in quadrature
with the direct or field axis. It therefore has a small demagnetizing
component proportional to the sine of the angle of displacement from the
quadrature axis. In addition, the increasing armature flux causes satura-




field flux. The two effects are lumped and called armature reaction,,
3) The rising armature current causes increasing arraature re-
action which tends to decrease the direct axis flux.
h) The phenomenon of the tendency to maintain constant flux
linkages now takes charge. Armature reaction causes a decrease in
flux linkages which induces a voltage in the field coil in an effort to
maintain the flux linkages constant. This voltage causes an increased
field current to flow which reduces the decrease of flux linkages.
5) The field current, as a result of the above action, rises in
a curve similar to the armature current rise, but to a smaller per unit
value •
6) The maximum armature current reached is determined by the gen-
erated voltage at that time and by the armature resistance, nfter the
maximum armature current is reached, the field current decay is controlled
by the field time constant. This field current decay causes an air gap
flux decay which causes a generated voltage decay and an armature current
decay*
7) The change in generated voltage during armature current rise is
complex and at present not completely understood. This thesis will
attempt to establish the nature of that change.
2 3
To the best of our knowledge, the work of T. 12. Linville '•' is the
most complete and most recent in the field of direct-current generator
short-circuit theory. In his paper, he proposes the following equation
for prediction of armature short-circuit current rise of a self-excited
machine t











r , • • r r ' «• r 'd w b x
r,
1 transient resistance of brush and brush
contact in per unit.
r ' » effective transient compounding resistance
in per unit.
r • effective total resistance of windings in
armature in per unit.
It was impossible for us to determine r , r ', and r • by any sound
experimental technique or with any accuracy. There is much in Linville's
equation which lends strength to the theory that it can be improved. For
instance, Linville acknowledged an appreciable decay of flux linkages which
he accounts for by r •• This resistance affects the time constant and the
* x
maximum value of the exponential rise, but tb* rise remains an exponential.
It is obvious, however, that the decay of flux linkages should be accounted
for by a factor which effects an increasing attenuation on the exponential
with time.
In view of the difficulty and inaccuracy which accompanies the use of
Linville's equation, it was considered worthwhile to attempt the develop-
ment of a new equation.

III. Procedure
The machine used for this thesis was a 2.5 horsepower Westinghouse
separately-excited d-c generator.
Since the least complex equation for armature current would contain
only the armature resistance and inductance with a product term to account
for flux linkage decay, it was first necessary to determine accurately
the armature parameters. After determining the armature resistance and
inductance, field resistance and inductance were found, a magnetisation
curve was established, and an attempt was made to establish the relation-
ship of armature current, field current, and generated voltage. (See
appendix B-3.)
A series of oscillograms was then obtained, and the following steps




1) The basic exponential, 1(1- s-j—- t), which applies to the os-
cillograms was evaluated and plotted on Figures I, II, and III.
2) A comparison of oscillograms was made which proved the substantial
effect of the decay of flux linkages on armature current rise, (see Plates
I, II, and III, and Figs. I, II, and III.)
3) It was shown that the difference between the basic exponential and
the experimental transients as shown on the oscillograms may be attributed
to the decay of flux linkages with negligible error, (see Figs. IV and V.)
U) Ratios of the experimental transient to corresponding basic expo-
nential were plotted as shown on Fig. VI and a curve was drawn to approxi-
mate the average of these points and a mathematical factor was derived to
represent this curve, (see Appendix B.)
3>) This factor was used to modify the basic exponential and give a
formula for prediction of short-circuit current rise.
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6) This formula was evaluated to predict the short-circuit current
rise for three cases, (see Figs. I, II, and III.)
7) An examination of Figs. I, II, and III was made to find how to
adapt our formula to the special case in which the field is cut out.
8) The effect of variation of dissipating resistance was studied
by comparing oscillograms taken with varying values of that resistance,
(see Figs. IV and V.)
9) A comparison of oscillograms taken with varying field cut-out
time was made to determine the effect of armature current slope on the
decay of flux linkages, (see Fig. VII.)

IV. Results
A simple, and for the machine tested, an accurate technique (see
appendix B-3) was devised to measure the transient effective armature
resistance. This technique takes the place of the extremely complicated
procedure previously used to estimate this parameter.
Figures I, II, III, and VI definitely establish the nature and magni-
tude of the phenomena of decay of flux linkages during current rise. This
has never been shown before.
Equation 1 was developed to predict armature short-circuit current
rise for a separately-excited generator operating at full load prior to
the short-circuit.
-r 1.3




e emf before short-circuit L • armature inductance
o a
I » armature current before short circuit
ao
r » transient effective armature resistance
a
This equation is easy to use and understand. Its accuracy is not
1«3
proved because only one machine was tested. The factor (1- 12.2t )
accounts for the decay of flux linkages. Figures I, II, and III demon-
strate tlie accuracy of this equation for the machine tested. To the
authors' knowledge, this is the first equation for d-c generator short-
circuit containing a factor to account for decay of flux linkages.





Figure VII demonstrates the effect of armature current slope on the
decay of flux linkages.
Figures I, II, and III show, the small effect of field cut-out on
armature current rise if the cut-out is not initiated less than 0.0065
second after the short circuit. This means that our formula will apply '
to the special case of field cut-out with little error until faster re-
lays are developed.
Figures I, II, and III show quantitatively the performance which
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Y. Discussion
The accurate determination of armature resistance is moet essen-
tial to the accuracy of any formula to predict armature short-circuit
curzent rise. This is evidenced by the presence of the armature time
constant and of the generated voltage divided by the armature resistance
in all proposed formulae. On first thought, this parameter would seem
to be easy to determine. The direct-current armature resistance
with the rotor at standstill was measured and found to be 0.857 ohm.
When measured at standstill with 60 cycle alternating-current, the re-
sistance was found to be 1.U96 ohms. Since neither of these tests was
made under actual operating conditions, they indicate that the resistance
under fault conditions cannot be predicted by either of them. The
armature windings -^are subjected to an alternating-current and the brush
contact, brush, and other wiring are subjected to direct-current. Assuming
that the transient resistance is the same as steady state operating resis-
tance, the armature transient effective resistance would be expected to
lie between the direct and alternating resistances. It was decided there-
fore to attempt a resistance measurement with the machine under operating
conditions. The procedure is described in Appendix b-3. By this method,
the operating or transient effective resistance was found to be 1.1 ohms.
It is significant that this resistance has its parallel in Linville's
2 3formula ' . His transient effective resistance was expressed as follows:
r • • r r. ' r • , wflere the terms are defined under Equation 2 . The
formulae for determining r ' and r ' are shown in Appendix A. In contrast




method for finding r', our method is simple, direct, and exact subject
to the one assumption that transient resistance is the same as steady
state resistance . It cannot be too strongly emphasized that an accurate
value of armature resistance is as vital as any factor in the accurate
prediction of armature current rise . It is believed that the method used
in this thesis for finding armature resistance is of great value in the
improvement and simplification of short-circuit calculations.
The phenomenon of the tendency to maintain constant flux linkages
has been a source of trouble in all previous investigations of short-
circuit behavior. All investigators except Linville assumed constant flux
linkages during armature current rise. It has already been shown how
Linville treated the problem. The reluctance to account for the decay of
flux linkages is understandable. It is impossible to compute the decay
with any precision, and evidently no one lias previously been able to
determine the decay experimentally. Our special problem of the effect
of field cut-out led to an excellent experimental method for this ptxcpose.
Since field cut-out and increasing dissipating resistance can only increase
the decay of flux linkages, a comparison of oscillograms with varying cut-
• out time and dissipating resistance shows beyond a doubt the nature and
relative magnitude of the decay of flux linkages. This comparison is made
in Figs. I, II, and III and establishes the fact that the decay is of con-
sequence and must be accounted for in any accurate formula for armature
short-circuit current.
We next sought to prove that the difference between the calculated
exponential and curves C, F, and I of Figs. I, II, and III was entirely
due to the decay of flux linkages. It was reasoned that if the relative
effects of dissipating resistances of 100, 300, and 500 ohms could be
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plotted, the points would lie on a curve which is a function of decay of
flux linkages and resistance only. Then, if this eurve passed through
the point representing curves C, F, and I, the difference would be estab-
lished as entirely due to decay of flux linkages.
The first step in the process was to plot the ratio of the experi-
mental curves A, D, and G to the corresponding calculated exponential
as shownin Fig. IV. Next, the formula (1-kt) was designed to express
straight line approximations to the curves of Fig. IV. 'k 1 was evaluated
for each of the three and was plotted against resistance as shown in Fig. V.
In the same manner the ratios for curves C, F, and I were plotted as shown
in Fig. VI and a curve was drawn to represent the mean of the points. This
ourve is also shown in Fig. V. A straight line was drawn joining the end
poinds of this curve, and k in the formula (1-kt) was determined as before.
Because the 115 volt supply was across the field terminals for this case
(field not cut out), and not for the three other cases, the field circuit
resistance of 103 ohms had to be corrected so that all four cases would
correspond. This correction is shown in detail in Appendix B-7. The
corrected resistance was determined to be 91 ohms and this point is also
shown in Fig. V.
Figure V shows that the curve through the plotted points is a smooth
curve which is sufficient proof that the difference between the calculated
exponential and curves C, F, and I may be attributed to the decay of flux
linkages.
A factor to account for tlie decay of flux linkages had to be empirically
developed. It was found that the curve of Fig. VI could be expressed by
l-(l2.2t) •*
. This factor, when used to modify the exponential previously
determined gave a formula which would accurately predict armature current
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rise for our machine as is shown in Figs. I, II, and III. Of course,
the constant and power term in this factor, if found in the same way
for other machines might vary somewhat. It is believed that the vari-
ation would be small and that if average figures were used, negligible
error would be introduced and that the factor would apply to any machine
of the same type.
Figure V shows that increasing dissipating resistance causes a de-
creasing increment of rise in decay of flux linkages. Therefore a point
of diminishing return is reached after which lifctle is gained by in-
creasing this resistance.
Higher resistances impose higher voltages in the field coil which
at some point will cause breakdown. If field cut-out ever does become
practical, the results of this thesis would indicate that a dissipating
resistance of about three per unit field resistance would be the optimum.
Our concept of the mechanism of decay of flux linkages is as follows
:
1) Assume the relationship for armature current, field current, and




AND FIELD CU R RENT
2) Assume that during short-circuit successive conditions are repre-
sented by x's on the sketch.
3) At each of the points 'x*, if field current was instantaneously
constant, the slope of tlie If line is dEg/dl which becomes a measure of
d0/dt if armature current increases at a constant rat* (dl /dt is constant).
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U) However, dl /dt is decreasing which causes djtf/dt to be modi-*
fied more and more with time and the decreasing I slope.
Increasing armature current then, causes increasing armature
reaction. It is the rate of change of armature reaction which causes
the decay in flux linkages. The rate of change of armature reaction
decreases noticeably when a marked change in the armature current slope
takes place.
To demonstrate the above effect, ratios of curves A and B to C, D
and E to F, G and H to I were plotted with zero time taken at the invita-
tion of field cut-out in each case. This plot is shown in Fig. VII. In-
spection verifies the reduced decay of flux linkages for decreased armature
current slope.

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions were reached from the results of this
thesis:
1) Present methods of armature short-circuit current calculations
are unsatisfactory,
2) The method developed in this thesis is completely satisfactory
for the machine tested and is applicable, possibly with slight modification,
to any machine
.
3) Field cut-out is not now practical to reduce maximum armature current
although it is very useful in hastening the decay of armature current after
maximum current has been reached.
It is recommended that the application of the formula developed in
this thesis to large machines be studied. aIso, the same analysis may
be applied to a series of machines to determine the best factor to use in
the flux linkage decay term of equation 1. There is a possibility that
armature saturation will change the armature inductance when higher per
unit currents are reached. It is also possible that the method herein









A. Linville'8 Equation '
e -r »
Armature curx-ent rise —\ (1- t v t)
a a
e armature e.m.f . before short circuit in per unit
o
r
r,'- transient effective total resistance of machine under
short circuit in per unit.
L • armature inductance
a
r ' r r • r 'd vox
r • effective total resistance of windings in armature
circuit in per unit.
r.
1
" transient resistance of brush and brush contact in
per unit.
r •» the factor which measures the change in e.m.f. between
initial e.m.f. and the e.m.f. existing when maximum
armature current is reached.






K average per unit reactance voltage per coil at rated
full load current and at speed at which machine is
short circuited.
b • brush overlap in segments.
V normal brush contact drop at full load in per unit.






b brush shift from polar axis in segments
s
F number of poles
U , - armature reaction mmf at full load in per unit,




n. « ratio total field flux linkages minus linkages from
flux responsible for armature emf to linkages from
flux responsible for armature emf.










1) Armature resistance to direct-current was determined by-
applying a direct voltage to the armature at standstill and meas-
arin- the current.
2) Armature resistance to alternating-current and armature in-
ductance were determined by applying an alternating voltage to the
armature terminals. The voltage, current, and power were read.
3) Armature operating resistance or transient effective armature
resistance was determined as follows:
a) machine was operated at various loads,
b) field current, speed, armature current, and armature
terminal voltage read,
c) generated voltage was determined from the magnetisa-
tion curve. (Though not included in this report, we
have satisfied ourselves that the effect of armature
reaction is negligible up to 1.5>0 per unit araature
current. As previously mentioned, an attempt was
made to establish the relationship between field
current, armature current, and generated voltage. The
desired relationship was not established, but enough
data was obtained to show that armature reaction is
negligible up to 1.5 per unit armature current.)
d) armature terminal voltage was subStacted from generated
voltage leaving I R p
* a
e) from this, R was determined.
h) Field resistance and inductance were determined as in 1) and
2) above.
5) a magnetization curve (see Fig. VIII) was determined by reading
open circuit voltage and speed for various values of field current in
accordance with normal procedure,
6) Oscillographs - In order to achieve fastest possible field cut-
out with the equipment available, a special relay was developed. *
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three element relay was used, the elements connected in series, the
air gap increased, and spring tension increased. In Plates I, II, and
III, it can be seen tliat field cut*put was attained in from one-quarter
to one-half cycle. The circuit diagram used for the oscillograms is
shown as Fig. IX.
7/ Correction of field resistance for Fig, V,
In Fig. V, the first point is obtained under slightly different
conditions that the other three points. That is, for the other three
points the field was cut out at the time of short-circuit whereas for
this, case the field was not cut- Dut at all. Therefore the field resis-
tance in this case had to be corrected so that it would correspond to
the resistances on the other three points. The following reasoning was
used to determine this correction factor:
V.-hen the field is not cut out-, the field circuit may be represented
as shown below where E- is the voltage induced b; the changing flux and
-wvw— —
_
has the shape of the I- rise shown in the
oscillographs of Plates I, II, and III. by
E\ measurement of the I- trace of Plates I, II,
and III, it was found that I„ reached an
average value of l.U per unit of which the 0.U per unit is caused by E,
•
By superposition, I~ is made up of the current caused by the applied
voltage and by E.. . These currents would appear somewhat as shown below.
At time t - 0,0208 second, I„ l.b, per unit.






When the field is cut out, the problem may be analyzed in the same
way. The field circuit may be represented ac shown below where E, is




an exponentially decaying current caased
J by removal of the field supply woltage
—*- and governed by the field time constant.
Then If would be made up of the following components:
ft*
Time TIME








- 0.78 + 0.1* - 1.18 per unit.
The correction factor is then 1.18/1.k and tlte corrected field resistance
becomes 1.18 x 108/1.u - 91 ohms which is used in Fig. V.
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C. Data and Calculations











875 WW, 2.5 HP, 120 volts, 22.5 amps.
Serial No. 2226353
2) DC armature resistance
iirmature voltage • 2U volte
Armature current • 28 amps.
DC armature resistance - 2U/28 - 0.8J>7 ohm
(This same value of resistance was obtained
for values of terminal voltage from 15 to u2
volts)
3) AC armature resistance and inductance
Voltage 72.8 volts rms.
Current * 16.7 amps.
Power • U.18 Hectowatts
AC resistance - U.18 x 100/(l6.7) 2 - 1.U96 ohms
Impedance Z - 72.8/16.7 » U.36
Reactance 1^ - (U.36) 2 - (1.U96) 2
X. • U.l ohms
L - U. 1/377 - 10.88 millihenrys
a) Armature operating resistance
Field current • 1.0 amps. dc.
Armature current • 13.5 amps. dc.
Speed « 1125 P.PM
Terminal voltage » 96 volts
I R - 111-96 - 15
R - 15/13.5 - 1.10 ohms
(This same value of resistance was obtained for
armature current values of 23.5 and 3U.8 amps.)
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5) Field resistance and inductance
DC current * 1.05 amps.
DC voltage • llii volts
DC resistance - 11U/1.Q5- 106 ohms
Alternating voltage - 129 volts rms.
alternating current • 37.8 milliamps.
Power »2.3 watts




Z - V/I - 120/37.8 xlCf3 « 3U10 ohms
wL - 3U10
L - 3U10/377 - 9.05 henrys
6) Sample calculation of I (E /r ) for basic exponential* max go' a
equation
For oscillogram of Plate 1(a), If • l.OU amps.
Average E at 1120 RPM from Mag curve 120 volts





- 97.9/1.1 - 89
I in per unit - 09/22 « U.05
I » current rise U.05 -1 » 3.05 per unit.
7) Determination of factor which takes account of the decay of flux
linkages was accomplished by use of Fig. VI. It was merely a matter of
writing the equation of the curve of Fig. VI which was determined by
trial and error to be 1- (W^t) 1 *^.
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1 2 3 h
A 2.01 2.56 2.8 2.85
B 2.025 2.68 3.0 3.07
C 3.01 2.65 2.97 3.15




F 2.05 2.7 3.01 3.19
a 2.02 2.505 2.65 2.6U
H 2.05 2.7 3.05 3.1U


















CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR OSCILLOGRAMS








5, 50lonoid operated knife switch
5x normally closed relay
r, r* scope shuntresistances
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